
The Mercedes-Maybach GLS



The wealth of independence.
The combination of the GLS luxury-class SUV and the Mercedes-Maybach 
brand is one of the most fascinating that any traveller could wish to see. 
State-of-the art technologies, exceptional spaciousness and, within that, the 
whole world of contemporary luxury. There are few ways you could feel 
more free and independent in a car.



The interior of the Mercedes-Maybach GLS can be everything  
you want it to be. From high-end entertainment with audiophile 
sound through first-class seating and reclining comfort to an 
optional refrigerated compartment with silver-plated champagne 
flutes, your wish is our command.

A luxury yacht, an executive office, 
an oasis of wellbeing.



A host of chrome elements and the sublime “Maybach” lettering 
turn the rear end of the Mercedes-Maybach GLS into something 
very special. The specially designed tailpipe trim is a detail exuding 
power and presence.

The rear view: the grand finale.



The exterior of the Mercedes-Maybach GLS has some striking features,  
such as the imposing chrome grille with its stylish pinstripe design  
and the large wheels. For example the optional 23-inch Maybach forged  
wheel in an exclusive multi-spoke design.

Take a look at our finest SUV.



In the Mercedes-Maybach GLS youʼll discover a unique flair that  
encompasses style, comfort and spaciousness. A contemporary  
place of retreat that will immerse the occupants in the height of  
luxury and allow them precious moments of calm and inner peace.

A new world of travel.



Both the suspension tuning and the drive comfort were specifically 
perfected for the Mercedes-Maybach GLS. The sense of effortless 
superiority and the silence here are almost unbelievable; you have 
to experience them for yourself.

Feel nothing, hear nothing. 
Just enjoy.



Exemplary safety with Mercedes-Benz 
Intelligent Drive systems.

Maybach and MBUX.  
Luxury that connects with you.

LINGUATRONIC recognises and comprehends nearly all phrases relating to infotain-
ment and vehicle operation. The system can even process indirect speech. For example, 
the air conditioning responds to “I feel cold” by turning up the temperature. At the 
same time, the system attunes itself to your voice and also understands non-native 
speakers better.

Enjoy the comfort of contactless operation with the MBUX Interior Assistant: this  
innovative system captures and interprets your hand and arm movements. This  
means you can activate selected functions in a matter of seconds. The system is able 
to differentiate between driver and front passenger – so that you reach precisely  
the menus you wish to use.

The bodyguard at your side: The optional PRE-SAFE® Impulse Side can prepare you 
and your front passenger for a side impact by means of a side impulse, so reducing the 
risk of injury. The system can move you from the side facing the accident towards the 
centre of the vehicle. This can have a positive effect in the event of a side impact.

Active Brake Assist can help you to avoid rear-end collisions with vehicles in front  
or stationary vehicles, as well as accidents with moving pedestrians or cyclists.  
As part of this, in addition to distance and collision warning, one of the systemʼs most 
important features is situation-appropriate braking assistance – right up to auto-
nomous emergency braking.

Park with peace of mind. The duo of Active Parking Assist and 360° camera helps  
you when looking for somewhere to park as well as when entering and leaving a parking 
space and manoeuvring. The all-round view thanks to the 360° camera including a  
virtual birdʼs-eye view is particularly impressive.

In the rush hour, during a long drive at night or on an unfami-
liar route – your Mercedes-Maybach GLS can noticeably take the 
strain out of driving, particularly in stressful situations. Itʼs all 
down to a concept that makes every journey in a Mercedes-Benz 
a safer and very special experience: Mercedes-Benz Intelligent 
Drive. Because the time you spend behind the wheel is your time. 
Time for relaxation. Time to replenish your energy. So that, first 
and foremost, you reach your destination safely, but are also more 
relaxed when you get there.

Experience the fascinating Mercedes-Benz User Experience 
(MBUX), surrounded for the first time by the luxury of a 
Mercedes-Maybach. From an exclusive welcome on the dis play  
screens and special display styles to the High-End Rear  
Seat Entertainment System.



Legroom.
You have quite possibly never got into a car in more stylish fashion. The 
Mercedes-Maybach running board automatically deploys when you open the 
door. A special logo, louvres in a pinstripe design and a fascinating light  
show provide the exclusive “welcome home” effect.

A veritable sea of lights welcomes you in the interior of the Mercedes-Maybach 
GLS. It is equipped with an extensively enhanced ambient lighting system.  
Exclusive highlights include the fibre-optic cable rising along the rear doors as well 
as the indirect lighting in the roof liner, which creates a particularly pleasant  
lighting mood.

Electronic running boards.Ambient lighting in the roof liner. Rear Seat Entertainment System.
Itʼs only when you can move freely that you feel completely at home. Just like  
in the Mercedes-Maybach GLS. Significantly more legroom and a backrest angle 
of up to 43.5 degrees mean one thing above all: you can lean back and relax  
in glorious style.

The rear passengers will not believe their eyes and ears: audiophile high-end  
entertainment awaits them if they so wish in the Mercedes-Maybach GLS. In  
addition to the Burmester® high-end 3D surround sound system with 26 speakers, 
two fixed full-HD displays with touchscreen control are also available.



Enjoy an exceptionally low level of noise while on the move. The sound insula-
tion of the Acoustic Comfort Package significantly reduces disruptive exterior 
noise. There is thus nothing to stand in the way of relaxed conversations, even  
when driving at high speeds. The quiet atmosphere also promotes concentration 
and you arrive relaxed at your destination.

Acoustic Comfort Package.
The optional Driving Assistance Plus Package offers maximum comfort and safety  
on the road to autonomous driving. As a supplement to the Driving Assistance  
Package you receive Active Stop-and-Go Assist, which takes the strain off  
you on motorways. A further benefit of this package is PRE-SAFE® Impulse Side, 
which can provide additional protection in side collisions caused by other  
road users.

Driving Assistance Plus Package.
The digital control centre for your interior: with this package you can extend the 
scope of functions of the cockpit and MBUX multimedia system. The combination 
of innovative and proven equipment features is ideal for convenient operation 
and detailed navigation information.

MBUX Innovation Package.
The optional ENERGIZING package Plus is unique – it offers the ultimate in comfort 
for all the senses. To this end, a maximum of premium features are combined  
with innovative intelligence. The result is quite fascinating: your Mercedes can  
vitalise and cosset you in specific ways. For prolonged alertness at the wheel  
and a pleasant drive.

ENERGIZING package Plus.



The V8 unit in the Mercedes-Maybach GLS is propelled to outstanding levels of power and efficiency by additional  
electrification in the form of a starter-alternator. An output of 410 kW (557 hp)1 and torque of up to 730 Nm1 ensure the  
ultimate in poised assurance in virtually any driving situation.

Partially electrified V8, the Maybach among engines.
Superior ride comfort in any situation: E-ACTIVE BODY CONTROL is the synthesis of comfort, precision and dynamism – 
combined with unique off-road qualities. Experience the first-class effects of a state-of-the-art, fully active suspension  
designed to compensate for pitch, roll and shocks. On all roads and off the road. In both good and poor driving conditions.

E-ACTIVE BODY CONTROL.

1 Figures for rated output and rated torque pursuant to Regulation (EC) No. 715/2007 in the currently applicable version.



Dimensions.

1 With suspension in “On-Road” position. All figures in millimetres. The illustrated dimensions are mean values. They are valid for vehicles in basic specification and in unladen condition.

Technical data.

The best for the engine:  
Mercedes-Benz genuine engine oils.
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Mercedes-Maybach 
GLS 600 4MATIC (High Spec)

Displacement (cc) 3,982

Rated output1 (hp / rpm) 557 / 6,000 - 6,500

Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h (s) 4.9

Top speed (km/h) 250

Fuel consumption2 (l/100 km) 12.5

VES band C2

The availability of the communication module (LTE) is temporarily limited for certain vehicles due to supply bottlenecks. Please note that especially Mercedes me connect services including the emergency call 
system (eCall) are not available in the affected vehicles upon delivery. For further enquiry, please contact your Mercedes-Benz Sales Representative or Cycle & Carriage Customer Assistance Centre at 6471 9111. 

1Rated output figures are in accordance with Regulation (EC) No. 715/2007 in the currently applicable version. 2Fuel consumption figures are derived from combined tests & tested by local regulations in accordance 
with UN ECE R101. Under real-life driving conditions deviations may occur in comparison to the certified standard values. The actual values are influenced by a number of individual factors, such as personal 
driving style, environmental and route conditions. Further technical data may be found on www.mercedes-benz.com.sg.



Upholstery

951A Nappa leather - black 

954A Nappa leather - mahogany brown / macchiato beige 

959A* Nappa leather - designo crystal white / silver grey pearl

Upholstery.

Trim.

Trim

H22 Brown open-pore walnut wood trim

H31 Anthracite open-pore oak wood trim

H34 designo high-gloss brown lightlines lime wood

H11 designo high-gloss black flowing lines piano lacquer

H35 designo black flamed open-pore ash wood

951A

959A

H22

H11

954A

H31

H35

H34

Paintwork

Non-metallic paints
149U Polar white

040U Black

Metallic paints
989U Emerald green

197U Obsidian black

859U Mojave silver

896U Brilliant blue

992U Selenite grey

890U Cavansite blue

775U Iridium silver

designo paints*
799U designo diamond white bright

996U designo hyacinth red metallic

Paintwork.

designo paints

149U

197U

992U

799U

040U

859U

890U

996U

989U

896U

775U

*Optional extra 

*Optional extra 



For 20 years now it has been our belief that sport has the power to connect people and motivate them 
in a unique way. We have facilitated urgently needed access to our support programmes for millions  
of children and young people, so helping them to achieve positive change in their lives. The programmes 
that we support together with Laureus Sport for Good are in line with the United Nations’ Sustainable 
Development Goals and are part of an exciting major global movement to effect positive change in the 
world. In buying a Mercedes-Benz you are supporting the “Laureus Sport for Good” movement.

Mercedes-Benz Singapore Customer Care Center:  1800 329 7540 · cs.sgp@cac.mercedes-benz.com
Cycle & Carriage (Authorised Dealer) – Showroom Enquiries: 6298 1818.
Mercedes-Benz Center, 301 Alexandra Road, Singapore 159968. Mon – Sat: 8.30 am – 7 pm, Sun & PH: 10 am – 6 pm.

Please note: changes may have been made to the product since the editorial deadline (Jan 2022).
The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the design, form, colour and the product
specification during the delivery period, provided these changes, while taking into account the interests
of the vendor, can be deemed reasonable with respect to the purchaser. Where the seller or the
manufacturer uses symbols or numbers to describe an order or the subject of an order, no rights may be

derived solely from these. The illustrations may show accessories and items of optional equipment
which are not part of standard specification. For current and more specific information in relation to 
the regulations and requirements in your own country and their consequences, please contact our 
authorised dealer. www.mercedes-benz.com.sg

Mercedes-Benz Singapore Pte. Ltd.




